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Phaie'Rule: The phase rule allows us to predict the number of stable phases that may exist in um for a

partiqular system.

Definition of terms : Phase, component, degree of freedom, phase rule equation: Ho

which exhibits identical physical and chemical prqperties.*f?ughtout is called a ho rule is

generation of raults, Henry, Nest laws etc. And give unified approach to fix the e the phase in

-:mogenous equation.

pfthsg: a phase is defined as homogenous, physically distinct and m of the system which is

separated form other such parts of the system by definite boundary s
.i

?{

Example:
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'system
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1){t.freezing,point water, consists of three phases

WATE%) € WATERXCE
(s)

.- VAPOUR
tG)

a be defined by the values of its properties. The properties that
temperature and composition, although there are other

could equally well be used

i;i. j1,- 'L ,!

J,lot' all properties' are, For example, we know that for an ideal gas, the

and by the ideal gas equation p Y : n R T , so that if we know the
the value of the third. Thus we need not specify the.zalues of

every property'in state of a system.

In prabtice, state the composition and the values of only two other independent variables in
system. We couid select from 4large number of combinations of variables, but we

ris well as pressure , p andtemperature, Ias the independent variables. Other

density and refractive i4dex are then dependent variables. If we wish to define the

of present, then one of the variables must be an Extensive property. We must therefore

define our composition in terms of the amounts of substance of the indepencient components fli, nietc. In many

cases,. however, we are not interested in the total amount of substance present and we can define the Intensive

state pf the system Using only.intensive variables. . . . i , ), ri,r()r1t' i

i , : l- ,i(.r

It is not always necessary to specify the amount of every constituent in order to define the chemical composition

of'a system . A component is defined as a chemically independent constituent of a system. The number of
components,.C is the smallest number of independently variable constituents needed to express the composition

of each phase. It is the minimum number of substances that would be required in order to make up the

.,tessure, volume
valiies of any two
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usublly'
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,: .,erquillblium,mixture and may be considered as the total number of constituents Nminus the total number of

' chemical constraints on the complete system and within each phase .R. C =.l/- R

U!.IITV

/g

C[I+, Cz[Io, CrHs and H2 consists of four constituents. However, the amounts of these
by two independent chemical equations

ZCHaG) = C2H6(g)+ Hz(g)

CzHo(g) + CHa(g) = C3Hs(g)+ Hdg)

lr.
which may be considered as donstraints on the system. We could write other
would not be independent of the first two. For example, the equation

3CHa(g) : C3Hs(g)+ zHzG)

iqactually just the sum of the first two independent relationships.
components since C:N-,.R = 4 -2 = 2

but these

be only two independent

on composition of the p[ases of the system, the
and the second because the amount of CO

C=N-.R:4 -2:2

composition of each phase.If, however, additional CC
by the balance of CO and COz in the gas phase

could instead only be specified by

'{.

nlli;).i. Ll t !l-r 11i' .rl

For the reduction of nickel oxide, NiO, NiO(s) +
\ 1.,. '..:.: .:. ,t i,

there.are four, constituents. There are now two
first as a result ofthe overall stoichiometry of
and COz in,theigas,phase are related.

independent .components are
was artificially added to the
would be lost and the.

," rIt'l'.i i,, . . l:r -l(1, -,)

c=N-.R=4-l=3

2. A gaseous mixt its missible in all proportions

of
i ., i

t

..iil:r

s'l ii.t roii,i

5. Two immiscibl prate phase
iir',r, r:i -',

6. Two milcible liquids - f phiie

7. A heterogeneous mixture like

CaCO3 -> Cao +CO2

., ,tri..' .. .1..'
Consists of 3phases -2solids and lgaseous in equilibrium

, - i .) i,
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constraints on the composition of the system, and so contribute to the
by the chemical stoichiometry or by the need to maintain electroneutrality

as constraints. When considering phase equilibria it is necessary to determine only the
of the inde. pendent components.

'substances,are

t..,,

4.4

,,,.1, .ii. ,('.;i,.,
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Phase Rule & Surface Chemisty
it is the,smallest number of variable constituents, taking part in the state oJ

UNITV 1

composition of each phase can be expressed in the form of chemical equation.

eiuiliprium, by means of

-in the composition of all three phases.

Degrees of Freedom

In general we normally need io state the values of only three varialiles,
pressure, volume and temperature in
a'edom of a system, F is the number

order to define the state of a system. The
of such variables that may be

number of phases present at equilibrium.

Systems for which F= 0 have no degrees of freedom and are
the plgpertigp that. , J! '.,r

dg{ne th9 gfate of an invariant systein result ln

Systems with one degree
may be adjusted without
become fixed. For example, if the temperature of

as and two of
ofdegrees of

changing the

Changing the value of any of
in the number of phases present.

t

system, the value of one property
val;.i;s of all other oroperties then

is aijusied, then the values of the

".fi

pressure, volume and
the same.

composition must

Syslems with two degrees of
be adjusted independently without a
phases may therefore remain at
;; * ri i

We will see later,that invarianta':s and,bivariant

The Phase

a if the nurnber of phases present is to remain

f= 2, . For these systems, the values of two properties may
ofphases present. A bivariant system ofdifferent

range of values of temperature and ofpressure.

by points on phase diagrams,,univaiiant systems by

may be used to determine the variance of any system at equilibrium.

tl..

Gibb's

F'ora

If the substahce
thi: r, ,r ; r,'

such as a sample of pure water, the composition is, by default, fixed and c = l.

trirbsent'as only one phase, e.g. a solid, then P = l. The phase rule therefore shows that

and the system is the'refore divariant with two degrees of freedom. We could, for example, change both thetemperature and'thopressure independently and tle substance would remain as a solid. If, however, the systemexistsastwophasesinequilibrium,e.g.asavapourandaliquid,then p=2,urJ f= C+2-p=l+ 2-2=l!', .',,:1,.' ... rt ri.':. , I r.,l' ) ,

fire:systetn 'isrunivztriantJ so-that if we change the then the pressure must also change'in atemperafure,
particular way if both the liquid and vapour are to remain. For a system of solid, liquid and vapour,phases

Page 3
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Phase Rule & Surface Chemistry UN]TV

the

.l

system is therefore invariant and there are no degrees of freedom. Thus for a one-component system, there

.r:ig only one set of,valties of pressure and temperature where.three
' gither the temperature or the pressure, then one of the phases will

In the high-temperature reduction process used by industry to reduce zinc oxide using carbon, five chemically

distinct cqnstituents, ZnO, Zn, C, CO and CO2, are prepent.

:t ."'l'.' .

,.,:'.Thg ZnO and C form two separate solid phases, with, at the temperature of the reactor,
' presbnt in one homogeneous gaseous phase. There are therefore P = 3 phases in total.

phases coexist in eqdilibrium. If we change
become unstable.

tlre CO and COz

Consideration of the species present shows that we need only two independent eq

chemistry. It doesn't matter which two equations we choose, e.g.

ZnO(s) + CG) =Zn(s) + CO(s)
r ii

C(s)+COzG)=2CO(g)

ZnO(s) + CO(g) =Zn(g') + COdg)

C(s),+ COz(g)=.2CO(g)

Howdver, there is an additional constrairrt

the dtoichiometry ofthe,species'in the gas phase.

know that for every atom of zinc

oxygen is liberated..This oxygen exists as

COz. Thus

PziT Pco!2Pcoz

![hete are therefore a on the

I
,o
=
o
d

:i,

system. Since there
number of

C=N'R= 2

f ;'Q4).:,P

the

rule

il..',.ri.:lr.tiiilr-;..i.l:':i.'r.i1''.,.i.i
Gives F=2+2-3=1.
. .,:. .l;' ,1.: , ,',.r '

Thesystem is therefore univariant. For a particular value of temperature, the composition and pressure are

fixed. Altematively, a particular composition can only exist at a certain temperature and pressure.

t.
One-Component Systems
I ct': lir ,.: ii t." ,. ' . ,: . , l"l . ;,

:,\ \t(.'111. '1ll!!'.. ,l ili! .ilt \
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represent the values at whiehthree phases coexist in equilibrium. In practice it is usually easier to represent the

The composition of systems consisting of more than one component may vary and

a multi-
stabilities ofthe
held constant.

Thus the phase diagram system may
represented by, for plot at a
certain or a temperature-

:6t

arr,
ar,
d)
Ai

composition plot at a (oftenp: I bar). A
liquid boils solid when its equilibrium vapour

equal overall pressure ofthe system. the

. (i.

(fferent phases of the system change for pairs of parameters with the

pressure

lines; the vapi:,ur phase and the solid or liquid
plot show how the pressure of

in equilibrium above the solid or liquid
These lines therefore defiqethe vapour

solid cr liquid at different temperatures.

The,boiling temperature of a liquid of a solid may therefore be found by
deteirminin gi tho temperature aI ; partial vapour pressllre is the same as the overall pressure.

T&opormal temperature when the vapour pressure becomes I atmos =
101325 Pa, whereas;the corresponds to a vapour pressure of 100000 Pa.

- r far, in we,have ignored the effect of other non-interacting substances.
The vapour at a given temperature actually depends on the total external pressure

applied. The is, however, small and we therefore generally assume that vapour
pressure is any additional pressure is applied.

A conditions at which,two phases become.identical. Single-component systems exhibit
a critical liquid and vapour phases become indistiriguishable. Consider,the behaviour of a one-
component which liquid and vapour are in equili[rium. As the temperature ihcreases, the pressure

also increases, as the system follows the liquid-vapour equilibrium line on the phase diagram. This causes an

increase in ttre density of the vapour phase and a slight decrease in the density of the.liquid phase. Eventually, at

the critical point, the densities of the two phases become equal and the two phases cannot be distinguished.
,li,

2) in the dissociation of NH4CI in a closed vessel Nh4Cl solid -> NH4CI(G)-> NH3 +HCl

r,.r.r, : i,l,' i.' .r , r ., ')":s::.ll'f 11 .'. '

N,FJp a4d1t'!pl.a1q fuuimola$,lhs,qQmpositio4,qf,p,o.1h phasps can be explesse.{ in NH4CI el9n9. Hence, ifs only one

component. lf NH4 or HCI is in excess the system is two component systems

''ri.

't ,i , i
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Phase Rule & Surface Chemistry

then the
diagram.

UNITV

of aone-component system.is fixed so that the state of the system may therefore be defined by
ofthe pressure, volume and temperature. The state ofthe system may therefore

surface on a three-dimensional pressure, volume and temperature plot. Areas on the surface
where only one phase is stable. The lines drawn between

Points at the intersection between two lines

surface. Phase diagrams of one-
drawn as pressure-tempprafure, pressure-volume and, occasionally,

:j

as the independent variables that define the
and its value may therefore be determined for

systems can no represented in three dimensions.
(and'four- or impossible) it is again usual

of 'two-dimensional 
proj ections.
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3) A system of saturated solution of NaCl consists of solid satt, salt solution and water vapor" The.chemical compositiori
, - of all.the 3 phases can be expressed in terms of NaCl and l-t2O.Hence, its two component system':,'1 .: .'

.!'. :.4) ln:the dissociation reaction 
,

. CuSO4.SH 20 -> Cuso4.3H2O +2H2O

Degrees of Freedom (F): it is the minimum no. of intensive variables. Systems with

nivariant

F=2divariant..... And so on.

Phase Rule & Surface Chemistry

F=0 E.g.lce €)water€)watervapour: Allthe 3phases are at equilibrium at
change in tem or pressure disturbs a Z the 3phase

il, ;;, if!t- : i.il.,!\a. I.,,:. l"_, r: -;.i,- ,i .i F=L3+2=0

[=1 !.81-A pure gas can be described by just knowing the temperature

F=1-t+

divariant.

pohent system, when C=1

F=C-P+2= t-P*2= 3-p"

L-

any

il
The water system consists of thr*e phases, ice. water a

",tt'rcE;+ wArEfu) € WATERVAP0U%)

] .,''.', l:

Water is the only chemical
' :,- : '. '. r,fi

,I

218
Grjrical ,, ,$oillt

i.e., The degrees of a freedom depends on the
number of phases present at equilibrium. Tlrree

different cases are possible:

i)P=1, F=2"--- BIVARIANT SYSTEM

ii) P=2, F=1---U N IVARIANT SYSTEM

iii ) P=1, F=G---l NVARAI NT SYSf EM

On A.ny one-component system, the maximum

number of degrees of freedom is two. Such a

system can be representid by two dimensional

diagrams. The diagram consists of:

AREAS: AOB, AOC&BOC are the fields of existence of
vapor,liquid and ice phase

re, it

KMIT Page 6
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Phase Rule & Surface Chemistry
, ,Within these single phaie areas the system of bivariant

....,:, 1 . P=trQ=trP=f-P+/

=L-t+2=2

, Both the factors temperature and pressure are varied.

rCUnVeS: O& OB&OC connection the point at which two phases can coexist in equilibrium
,:'.:,:has.one degree of freedom:or univariant ,

:'.1,

P=2,C=1 F=C-P+2

t-2+2=t

Only one of the factors is varied.

q{RV.E of,:.it !e,[[9 vEBdri4etign Curve at any given te,rp-perature there is only one

uruilibrium with liquid water at any given pressure, there is one temperatu

liquid water.

The system is univariant i.e. ldegree of freedom. lt endqwith 374oC

.', l ;,

h.;c ,,:.-:t.:Ii -.,: ;i,:r .i i

CURVE OB: it is the rublimation curve of ice. lt

TRIPTE th rves OA,OB&OC

This point at and 4.58 mmHg is cal

UNIT V

.a1y goint on boundary lines

I water vapor is at

is in equilibrium with

rich water is in equilibrium with solid ice

L-2+2=t

freezing temp. At which yvater varies with pressure. Slope of OC

ice decreased by increasing pressure.

f=c-P+z;

L-2+2=t

meet at O, at which solid liquid and vapor are simultaneously at equilibrium.

led a triple point.

The point has natural limit -2730C.

(.,'ly .,ilt r,i .,: . :t ,, ry

atRVE,OC:.it isthe

1gwgrd9. pressure

l, i I

1 .. .-.:-,.-..
ll,a':.'(' r,l:, ..,,

r l:

Since these phases co-exist, the system is invariant there's no degree of freedom at O.

i.e. Neither pressure nor temperature can be altered, without causing the dissappreance of one of the phase.

P=3, C=1, F=C-P+2

r-i,R,, i l)i: . r,.,,,r, ,elr ', 1sr yi:r i, i 
1-3+2=0 

.. . ,, i

MEfAS-fABtE CtIRVE.g:A': it is continuation of vaporization curve AO, represents the vapor pressure curve cf super

cooled

KMIT

this curve represents Meta stable

PageT
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l) Solid-tead

ll) Solid silver

lll) Solution of silver and lead

lV) Vapor

Thfuv?pqr.phase,can,be ignored at constant atm. pressure, the maxim

condensed phase rule can be applicable:
.r \. .-.

UNITV

' On slight disturbance, the super cool water at once changes to the solid ice. Meta stabte vapor pressure of super coo!

water is higher than the vapor pressure of ice.

:r.',, Turo component system Lead- Silver:.

'' ,SOLID IIOUIDSYSTEM OF TWO COMPONENTS-,.

The liquid phase generally compromises of a solution of components which coutd be either partiatly or completely

'. , missile in the liquid state a homogenous liquid phase when cooleci rnay be a) pure component, b) solid solutions or c)

inter component compounds.

SILVER LEAD SYSTEM: Molten Ag & Pb mixed together in all proportions resulting in a homoge they do not
react chemically to form inter component compounds. The lead-silver system consists

*fo
can exist is three and

P+F=C+1

Taking silver as component A and

R[as component B point A

represent the nnelting point the

M.P of pure Ag and B pure Pb.

Addition of futo pure Ag towers

M.P of Ag. Similarly addition of Ag

to pure Pb lowers the M.P of Pb.

Allthe points on the curves AO and

BO represents M.P curve of \, i
freezing point cure of Ag and

shows the effect of addition of Pb

on the M.P of pure Ag. Similarly

curve Bp represents the M.P curve

or F.P. curve of Pb and shons the

effect of addition ofAg on the M.P

of Pb. All along Ao solid Ag and ,i.

liquid are in equilibrium while along Bo, solid and liquid Pb.are in equilibrium AO, and Bo both represent univariant
systems.

F=C-P+1

=2-2+t=t

AO and Bc !ntersect at a point O at temp 3030C called eutectic temperature on the eutectic point and corresponds to
the composition. 2.616 Ag + 97 .4% Pb. The eutectic mixture melts mostly at the eutectic temperatu:'e 303 oC to form a

KMIT Page 8
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UNIT V

..liquidr.rf the same composition where as other mixture and has no degrees of freedom non-variant. Atthis point, solid
Ag, ;clid Pb and tiquid co-exist in equilibrium : ' ' r -

, F=C-P+l

=2r3+1=0
:

. , The phase diagram shows 5 distinct regions

1) The region above AOB: Any compositidn and temperature in this region form a singte, homogenous stable liquid

, ' ' . consisting of the liquid alloy or melt of Ag & Pb. ln this area the degrees of freedom are 2 temperature
and composition of the liquid phase can be independently varied since the liquid in this area is

not in contact with any solid these solutions may be considered to be "unsaturated" AOB is

cooled so that solid separates the liquid becomqs saturated.

2l The area AOC: this area has solid Ag and liquid melting in equilibrium. The the melting

directly corresponds to the time line intersection point on the AO curve. nt region. F= 2-- .,,,., ,2+t=7,.

'', , 3) -The area BOD:this drea'has sotid lead and liquid melting in equilibri of liquid melting

directly corresponds to the time line intersection point on the univariant .

Applying reduced phase rule4) The area COE: the area COE has solid eutectic and solid and

.t .equation we find that region is univariant.

' 5) The area DOE: This has solid and solid Pb in equilibri

OF LEAD

ore ngO.t% Ag. The enrichment of Ag up to2.4%is
liquid rich in Pb. The cg[Fgntration of liquid melt

This solici eutectic Ag rich in Ag is.possibly used for the

Problems:.ffi

liquid alloy of copper & aluminum containing 25% Cu, is the eutectic

includes 32 of that metal can be saperated form 2009 of alloy ?

rhq glloy '5% Al.

of Cu & 1509 Al.

32.5% Cu. lf 32.59 of Cu is present in the alloy, 1009 of eutectic is formed

) 100*50/32.5=153.859

Ii'l?l:?5F

Phase Rule & Surface Chemistry

is also nt area.

r i, .:,;
The weight ol{l gape,.qted out = total wt of the alloy-wt of the eutectic formed
.r ..-l tr:ll':l -'i'1,1.:'l . i .. : :.\r'--vl .i, ,..

=,20G153.85.:i(;t]lu,,.i,t:"lr:i.,i,,:.i.'.t,i I ,

r..,.L'.,.r,' tll . rt r :.. r,, t i,.., I ..i =46'159

4. An alloy of tin and lead contain 73% Sn. Find the mass of eutectic in 1Kg of solid alloy , is the eutectic contains

54% ofTin.

1!rg,9[ gltoy contatins 730g of tin & 2709 lead.

tn the'eutecticcomoosition. tin is64% and lead is 36%., ,,..r li t '.ir, .';iii . '.:, - ;..' : .: : ..

'ri

KMIT . r : i,
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Phase Rule & Surfaco Chemistry [!NITV

36s of )ad for 649 of tin

. , 27.,Ogof lead for =UlZlOfe

Total mass of eutectic in atloy =270 +480= 750g

:.
:..,, t'

,. . . ;. TRONCARBONSYSIEM'- a

lron has three allotropy forms :

Y- lron ) face centered cubic) 890oC - 14OOoC' 
6- lron ) body centered cubic) 14OOoC -1535oC

Meltlng point ) 1535oC and boi

lron-carbon phase

"t

.f\

KMIT Page 10
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Surface Chemistry UN]TV

the lattice instead of replacing them. The vari6us important

e.

o lt exists in equilibrium above 723oC.

o !t decomposes on cooting.
a

' ,The name of the compound is Fe3C.
..:

o L.7% of carbon is soluble.

o lt exists in equilibrium above 723oC.

o lt decomposes on cooting.

3. Ferrite ) Solution of carbon in a-iron
i;.'

i ,. r. . ,i . ii , 1 sglubility of carbon iso.035% at723%

,: _ o lt is pure a.iron but small amount of carbon is

ri, ,'r: .affeCted.

' 4. Pearlite ) Eutectoid of ferrite &:cementite.formed by the

It contains 0.8% carbon and

..s

I

its properties are

austenite.

I

5. Marten iite ) Transformed form of austenite.

I ': ' .: !: .rr .-. :':

6.Trout site ) lt is formed when
,, ,:i- l

o

It sqntains a of d,-rron

It iS magnetic ke structure.

It is of cast iron and steet next to cementite.

rten at 230oC-400oC.

particles of ferrite and cEmentite.

tougher than marten site.

in the temperature of 2600C -5400.

ferrite matrix in which cementite is embedded.

It is magnetic, ductile and'harder than pearlite and tougher than marten site.

v,vhen marten site is tempered at 4000C -6000C.

t

t
a

r

7. Bainite )

,8.$Pfbite )
g l[ p,gonstituent in special steel such as rails.

? ft consists of ferrit'e and iron carbide.

o lts properties are intermediate between peartite and trout site.

Whengyeq On"alloy is,[rgated ggcooled a phase change occurs. lron-carbon alloys containing up to L.7% if carbon are

classified as steels while those containing aver t,7% carbon are called cast irons.

KMIT Page 11
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:;;.,:i,1 ":.,,, ,::. , , Phase Rule & Surface Chemistry
: i.. : "l:!i',r ,,Heat treatment: Heat treatment is defined as an operation or combination of operations of heating

',,, ,at.l or an"alloy in the solution state for obtaining certain desirable conditions or properties;

:..1,,'ilhe main obiectives of heat treatment process for steel are:
; ::..

.',,,r,r-o increage strength, toughness, hardness and ductility.

UNITV

and cooling of a

"{

:{t

':.:' r)

::,.,)
.t,:r.:l.r:,,.)

To relive internal stresses and strains.

to nbrmalize stCel this has already been subjected to heat treatment operation.

ANNEAL]NG:

A softenini process in which an iron-carbon alloy is heatedto temperature above

held for a proper time as this temperature is cooled slowty to a temperature below
iI i.

Anneafing is a process,in which steel is heated, frbU at that temperature for
then slowly heated.

It.consists of three stages )heating to right temperature
:

)Keeping at that temperature (soa

-i J.t: scircn .iirtrl ' )Slowty cooting.

Plain carbon steelwith less than .08% carbon

ra after being

range

carbon in a-iron and v

to just above the. upper critical point

utectoid steel) is heated to iust obcve the(complete formation of austenite). Steel

lower critical point'(c-riron begins to cha

more tha

nge

Hyper- eutectoid steel should not be heated just

undesirable.

lf the.piece is large , shape is

Itiskdpt at that temperature for
utting off the heat or it be

pper critical point, if heated it becomes softer which is

is high, the rate of heating should be slow.

allowed to cook very slowly by [eaving in the furnace steel

,ash.or lime

cold working the piece is heated to temperature below the lower critica! \7
process annealing done in the sheet & wire industry.

ity are improved but hardness, strength becomes less.

just above the upper critical point & for hyper eutectoid steeljust above the lourer critical

r, bi'ime,

To remove the
point & cooled

By full annealing

HARDENING

It is

Hyper

stress at

ts

Cold water.is used forquenching if.water is used & steam bubble are formed around the metal act as insulators &

reduce the r.ate of cooling.
,( '; , .. ,1r,
Caustic soda & salt water solutions have higher boiling point and are better quenching media.

D

A fully hardened piece may not be suitable for most commercial purposes.
,t

Surface liardness obtiiired after quenching depends on the carbon content of steel"

PageL2
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' '' Phase Rule & Surface Chemistrv:. ' .,
: 'Ihe,depth to which the object b".or", hard depend, oi', th. carbon, the total content of altoying,elements.

.. ***f **1.****.*,t**tl.**i*+'lr****it****{.{.{.*****:r{.*****1,1.:t*****{.*t {.******{.*****:t**
-, 

':i. :.. \:Jir .
.,,. :

adsorbate. They colli(e because of their tremendous surface area per unit mass.

EXOTHERMIC NATURE:

Adsorption results in decrease in residual forces there by resulting in surface

il
UNITV

$rm of freat. Thq amoup! ofheat evolved when one.mole of any gas is}i. !-r : l ; i:. i,
called

m in the

surface is

of the adsorbate is

of tfie adsorbent than in
bulk it is positive adsorption. When the

of the adsorbate is less on the
of the adsorbent than in bulk then it is
adsorption.

is a bulk phenomenon and is slow. When

j ' , Adsorbent

x Absorbed

: .Adircit tion Versus.absorplion,

thenfr#,,#frHt';iil,ffffi:;
'.!,

CI.4SSIFICATION:

-

It which the adsorbed molecules are held to the'surface of the

-.lsorbent by forces is'completely reversible.

completeinteraction of all available valencieb on the lurface of the
adsorbent molecular layer over entire surface. The process of adsorption is always

. The effect increases with decreasing temperature or increasing pressure. The
mechanism is dependent upto the size of the adsorbate molecule comprises with the width

In chemical adsorption of the adsorbed phase may yield products which are chemically different to
the original adsorbate..

Adsorptionrisiwidel! used in industrial applications like activated charcoal, synthetic resins and water

iiuiification.'Ion-;exchange and chromatography are adsorptjon processes in which certhin adsorbates are

selectively trangfgrrgd from the fluid phase to the surface of insoluble, rigid particles, suspended in a vessel or
passed in a coltmn. 

'

INDAS TRIA L APPL I CATI ONS :

a

x

ll

I
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UNIT V ,I;

;rit

,: . ,. , ,,1. Animal charcoal is used in removing the colour during the manufacfure of cane sugar, removal of

,,;,:, ,:, odours from rehigerators and also in air-conditioners. By.adding charcoal, objectionable odour of COz

..'.,....producedduringfermentationisremoved.
::.''rr ' :2. The activated charcoal is used in gas masks in which all undesirable gases and vapours are adsorbed by

,.,:,,,. ,, the charqoal and pure air passes through the pores practically unchanged.' ' 3. The phenomenon of adsorption is useful in n-eterogeneous catalysis. Ex: contact's process, Haber's

: process (for preparation ofNH3) and hydrogenation of oils. 
.: :r

.ANALWICAL APPLICATIONS :

CHROfrIATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: The important application of
found in the methods of chromatographic analysis. This analysis has

mixture of substances into its various components by passing

adsorbent. For example, the selective adsorption by alumina,

separating differerrt pigments by adsorption chromatography

has used for

ii, ADSOBPTION INDICATORS: Certain dye stuffs like known as

adsorption indicators are generally used in the silv.er phenomenon of
adsoqption, If AgNOr is titrated with KBr, a It can adsorb bromide

' ir' ions in'preference to Ag* ions. The silver ions are no bromide ions are left.

In the titration if eosin (pinkish yellow) is as the then the colour of tlie precipitate

ion in solutipn. Due to thischanges from yellow to brick red thi
selective adsorption of indicators, in very dilute solution. Certain

-':l ,i l:i ;'tut ?BP+tion indicatc:'s like di- are also used.

l. solution is

a

'ri.

q
+

ls

:{"

Heat of adsorption- 40400KcaUmol
Irreversible r. .r:,,\

Occurs at high temperatures

Mono layered
Forces responsible are strong
The rate decreases with the increase of pressure or
conceitration ":. ;

Near saturation pressures mono:layer is formied

It involves high agtivation gqe1gy,".,, ,, .

The equilibrium is established slowly
Surface compound formation on the adsorbent anC

adsorbate takes place
It is highly specifrc in nature
The amount of adsorption is characteristic of both
adsorbent and adsorbate. Gases capable of
forming compound easily with adsorbent in higher
proportion

Completely reversible
Occurs below the boiling point

It is not specific in nature
The amount of adsorption on a surface is more a
function of the adsorbate than the adsorbent

degree of adsorption-rinhigh fqrrnore easily
liquefiable and solublp gases

and decreases

Multilayered
with ln

It
The

lLt.t

Heat of adsorption-

concentration i

Near are,formed..,
activation energy
rapidly

takes

pressure or

No surface
,:i. ;'l il 'l

\, ii ! ; 'i r-,1

i, ;i. -.,, "'

:. r i(.,1 i
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place

The rate
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UNITV

The phenomenon of adsorption can be explained theoretically on the basis of the following assumptions:

1) Valencies 4t the surface of adsorbent atoms are not fully satisfied and the shared electrons with
atomq present in the adsorbate to form bonds resembling a covalent linkage. If the bond is weak
physiorption and the bond is stronger chemisorption occurs. :;.:.:

The residual valency force on the surface of adsbrbent is effective only up to asmall

Phase Ruie & Surface Chemistry

icm 
and the adsorbed gas layer is only layered thick.

i' r 
o) 'Iiiiliatiythb iate'of

,,.filt9d,pirgs, ; ,

adsorption is high as the number of

distance 2xl0'

adsorbate on

the surface

i?

compared to the

available for adsorption

equilibrium exists between the

one

3) The phenomenon'of adsorption occurs namely condensation of the molecules oJ
surface ofthe adsorbent and evaporation or.desorption ofthe adsorbent
ofthe adsorbent.

4) Further adsorption of gas molecules at a site was assumed to be
neighbouring siteg are vacant or otcupied.

5) The adsorbed gas molecules remain rcalizedwithout any

7) As adsorption progresses the initial rate of adsorption
decreases. , .

8) As the surface becomes saturated, the rate of
9) The two,opposing'rates eventually become

adsorption andr ds5srplion processes.

Free gas at

. constdnt temp-

@,fN,\

F e-o 91w N
c-o6\tl )Qrb

ad

\-o,o

Jt
o

oo o,

,rua'K<sl shlee I t-o

above postulates the rate of adsorption depends on the pressure and the
number.of') then

Rate

Where e is ofthe total surface covered at a particular instant.

(l- e) is the fraction of vacant sites on the surface which are still bare and lq is the adsorption rate. The
. rate of desorption under same conditions ddpends on O the fraction of the surface covered i.e.,

Ratg ef {gsorption: kde --------2 r
IQ= desorption rate constant .

' At equilibrium th6 rate of adsorption is equal to the rate of desorption. Hence,
ku(l -e)P : ktO --------3

. lqp-k"ep = kde
kap = fue+ kaep

KMIT.:"':l' :':':1 . ,:l l" t., l: Page15
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, , Phase Rule &.Surface Chemistry

'. -, ', Where b = k Ie. In eq'n 4 b represents the equllibrium constant and is referred to as adsorption

'1-,,i1,, ,.,,:i':coeflicient.,The amount of the gas adsorbed per gram of the adsorbent, x is propoStional to g.
'ir : Here

';'"" x o bp/(l+bp) or x = tt' Up4f +Up) ---------5
where k is constant

eq'n 5 gives the relation between amount of gas adsorb to the piessure of gas at constant temperature
and is known as Langmuir adsorption. Now we have

x = kbp/(l+bp) (or) x=k'p(l+bp)" ;where k, = kb
dividing both sides of the above eq'n by p and taking the reciprocals we have

p/x=l/k'+(b/k')p
since k' & b are constant for a given system a plot of p/x against p

= b/k'and an intercept = !lk'
with slope

Ui.llTV

-.t

'.,:i '"1t

rt.

PK

1
$ooe=fr.

F--i,\i,., _ i

tilqw,wgq l,apgpuir ?dsorption
about Langmqir. adsomJion

If,thp pressu1e$) is very low
If thg pressure(p)

Hence at low pressures

X o pressure

At hish

covered

u,c

be written
at low pressure but fails at high pressures as stated

as p/x : llk' t p/k" whero K' = b/k'
ignored and the isotlrerm assumes the.form x=k'p
ignored and the isotherm assumes the form \=k"

may b6

' may be

gas adsorbed is

reaches a constant value k then the adsorbent surface is completely

layer of a gas. At this stage the adsorption is indepehdent of pressure.

"1.

But per unit mass of the adsorpent w is proportional to the surface covered

w=k.O
: kap/(l+ap) = bp/(l+ap) O=k.a)

This can
'rearranged 

as

p/w = l/b +(a/b)p

I.IINGMUIRI S LIMITATI ONS :
1) He porstulated;that saturated value of adsorption is independent of temperature but experiment

' ,rshows that it decreases with rising temperature. 
' 

i .

2),,He assumed,it is only monolayer but much thicker films have been reposed.

B.E.T EQUATION: BRT]NAUER, EMMETTAND TELLER! ct.

rrl ':l
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, BET has extended the langmuir's approach to multimolecular layer. This eguation represents the
firsteffective attempt to explain physiorption from monolayer region through the multiplercgion.

Posr!4TES:

..r_,:,'i 1i,;;,,1) The adsorbed layer may be polymolecular in thickness.

' i ' , is equal to the rate of condensatioh on the preceeding layer.
3) After the first layer the heat of adsorption equal to the latent heat of condensation of vapour

': .:.: 4) The heat of adsorption in each layer (except first) is involved in each of the
5) Condensation forces are the principle forces in adsorption.

In the B.E.T model S0,Sr,.........,Si r€presonts surface area of
layers of the adsorbed molecules.

process.

,.......,I

Ss is congtant of equilibrium the rate

^aporation or ddsorption from the I't layer.
' ,.i '. -, .a

ofcondensation on the base rate of

*.

. i'.t

n,:;{
r'.tl

I

--rl intercept =

BET equation
'r i:i , i;i:11 i

J(v((p/p)-t) = c-llV;c

P and p6 are the

units.

the bEr

e .1iii ii r

y'' '*

pressuresbf adsorbates. V is the adsorbed gas quantity in volume

in the calculation of surface areas of adsorbents.

+

51661= V6N
ir.r' 

Vr=l(slope+ ntercept)

N-avogadro S-adsorption cross section V-molar volume of gas

a-mol.wt. of adsorbent species V,n- volume of monolayer

KMIT pagel7
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Phase Rule & Surface Chemistry
COLLOIDS:

-

INTRODUCTION: On the basis of particle size dispersed, solutions may be of three types

-

:. r

.:..,.ryHomogeneoussolutioncontainingdisperser!particleofsizelAo.10Ao.
Ex: NaCl.or glucose solution in water

). The particles are invisible under ultra micror.i.

SU,SPZ'NS/ONSI Heterogeneous mixture containing insoluble particles of
powder in yater

) Particles are.risible even to the naked eye

COLLOIDAL SOLUTIONS: Heterogeneous two-phase

insoluble medium.

I

UNITV

chalk

' tl.

.,

n

-rl

is

ln substance is distributed in an

Insoluble medium in which they are. , Thtl particlelof the dispersed sub.;tance

dispersedii- called dispersion rnedium.E r: gum

The size of the dispersed particles is I o

TYPES OF COLLOIDAL SOLWIONS:

Based on the interaction between two phases, sols are of two types.

LYOPHILilC SOZSr

fhe dis4regsigp mediumposselp?s great affinity for the dispersed phase.

I

S.No. Dispersed phase Disp-qrsion heditffi&e 'Colloidal system Examples
I solifu { '

\K. Y
Solid sol Black diamond, ruby glass

etc
2 Liquid $olid. :. rin' Gel Cheese, curd butter etc
J

,{,
ftfldilre&..\.
" .\r

Solid foam Pumic stone, cork, lava,
volcanic ash etc

*'t t! )
.$plid,^d W Lihuid Sol Glue, some paints etc

5-_;- 'nqfia k- X Mquid Emulsion Milk, cream etc
6 cdL. ^/\-i Liquid Foam Foam, soap sol etc
7 Solid\ .r Gas Solid aerosol Smoke, dust-storm
8 Liquid Bd Gas Liquid aerosol Mist, fog, cloud etc

KMIT
I
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UNITV'],f 1

C-HARACTERISTICS::-
can beprepared directly when dispersed phase is brought into contact with dispersion medium.

,are reversible sols i.e., can be brought back by shaking with dispersion medium.

They;are self-stabilized due to the existence of attractive forces between two mediums.

,'' ''They are not easily precipitated by the addition of electrolytes.

LYOPHILLIC SOLUTIONS:
. ' ;i

There is no affrnity/interaction between dispersion medium and dispersed
- l.!:r( . :j

. .x: gold sol, silver sol

CIIARACTERISTICS:
.t \ i \.., ,,1

They cannot be prepared by bringing the dispersed phase contact medium
i , , t' ,

They are irreversible solutions
l'ii L ' 7'. r: ,

They are less stable and are coagulated more

l) NATURE: Heterogeneous in nature, two distii'rct phases-dispersed phase and dispersed
r- r t. r ,tft0diUm.. l.: ,- 1| \ ,

I t'.

a
3)

^ ;ip much, lqget

Size the o,2000Ao and can be seen only under ultra microscope.

ordinary filter paper because of the pore iize of the filter paper

spersion depends on

charge ofparticles.
adsorption-dispersed phase and dispersion medium

impact a red colour to gold flot particles having blue colour.
Cr' .1,,,.

. ,::, | .l r)l' ;,.., 1!..1 ; l

may be colourless or light yellow or deep reflected light and reddish in transmitted

5) COLLIGATIVE PROPERTIES: Colligative properties depend on number of solute particles in a
selyent::

Colloiddl'iditiclqs havq ? very high molecular weight. So the number of moles present in a solution is
extriirirelv io*. ' '
-- -l----l',r_-lii i.,./ l';,.., I

KMIT
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starch, gelation, gum etc

.,1:.ri. 
"

4) COLOUR:
t '/. ii ,"r. :'.tr ..r



-,-i
1..;;.,r 6)'BROWNIAN MOVEMENT: The

colloidal particles move continuously in
azig-zagpath with out any density and

. this is due to constant collisions striking
' ,"'.'t,of molecules of dispersion medium and

i:-:i::r : :, colloidal particles is called as Brownian: 
movement. Thiis was first noticed by'",":-' 
Robert Brown and hence called
Brownian Movement.

& Surface Chemistry
(-c

4'ry a,ua.te,'w,.t

( aW,A*t Pddtr''u

' ?iw**l'Ptlatu'

a

angles. The

and

Nrnls f
a*pdia

n *glunw ,li

7) OPTICAL PRQPERTIES-TYNDALL EFFECT: If apowertul beam of
colloidal solution plaged in a dark room, solution appears.luminiscent
path ofthe light shows a cone due to the fact that the sol particles

I emit.'light in all directioqs.

The phenomenon of,gcattgring of light by the sol particles is called

E LE CTRI CAL PRO PERTI E S :

,:1,. ELECTROPHORESIS:The movement
applied elecJric field is known as electrophorbsis.

The hydrophilic sol'n (AszSr) is 'rken a with platinum
electrodes.

When an electric potential is appl particles move towards

are charged and areone of the electrodes ipdicating that

attracted, by'ilne of the
ll i : l

f{,{he,pol p?rtglq it is negatively charged and move
towards cathoile, it is elecfphoresis indicates that the sol

particles are

Ex: Metals-like sulphides starch, clay, silicic acid are negatively

charled sols

an a

Oxides, hydroxides (Fe(OHh,Al(OlDr), basic dyes,

haemoglobin are positively charged sols

This phenomenon is used in removing smoke from chimneys,
painting of metal parts etc.

ELECTRO-OSMOSIS: The movement of dispersion

medium under the influence of applied electic potential is

known as electro-osmosis. When the dispersed phase is
1.

stationary by arresting it between two dialysing membranes and

an e,lectric potential is applied, the dispersion..dir* moves in

't

Tl

t
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.,' ,-opposite direction to tfrat of dispersed phase. Moist clay is fixed between two dispersing membranes MM'. The

U-;ube is filled with water. Two platinum electrodes are immersed intwo limbs. When.an electeric potential is
-:.; : 

j

.'.,r.applied the level ofwater on cathode rises because clay is negatively charged. The phenomenon is applied in

,drying pastes, remo.ral of water from peat etc.
a

, Tyndall effect should satisS the following conditions: r:
.. -: : .

,,.,: ,,i-. ,,,: 'r. (a) The diar.neter of the colloisal particle is not much smaller than the wavelength of the light used.

i,'1.:' ' (b) In lyophobic sols, the.refractive indices of the dispersion medium and dispersed $hase must differ
greatlY.

8) COAGULATION:The setting down of the discharged sol particles is

Coagulation ofa sol can be brought about

) By mixing two bppositely charged colloidal solutions

precipitation.

:-t

called

(a) BY ADDITION OF AN ELECTROLWE:
easily precipitated by the addition of excess

.;, , .. :,i ,, , ( .,\,, l. (,i: f,l i

.One of the two ions of the eleotrolyte neutralize one sol

, ::{ i1r,i, 'i Thgionthatneutralisesthe solparticles is

' r 'The higher the valency of the

,, i,: r'asflgldJ!&hllk@.

ion"

is its "precipitating power" and is known
.t

thi 1;recipitatinl,. power is in the order

like Fe(OH)3, the precipitate power is in the order

of an electrolyte which is able to cause flocculation of a sol is

unstable and are

ofe
; irrrrritrjr in

. .F.,r t{re precipitation of: ' 
Al3*> Ba2*>Na*

a negative

For the precipitation

F

The minimum con.entratioq (i.n

- lown as Flocculation

Cof!oid

t
i--tr,.i,11.;:'

Colloid coagul4ted ::-:? Fe(OH)r

ny ntnCfnOpnOnnStS: In this process, the colloidal solution is kept under the influence of electric

-

m
KMIT Page?t

Effective ion Flocculation valueElectro L ,f,
Na* 52NaCl

0.093V Ar'

Electrolyte Effective ion Flocculation value

KCI CT r02
KrFe(CN)s Fe(CN)or- 0.093

settle down as'precipitate.
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. The sol particles migrate to the electrode of opposite charge and get neutralised r:'r the electrodes to form a

preclpltate.

BY MDilNG TWO OPPOSITELY CHARGED SOLS _ MATUAL COAGALAIION!-.:

,.,, 
When two s-ols of Fe(OHh (+ve sol) and AszSr (-ve sol) are mixed in almost equal proportions, mutual

'. ,,neutralisation takes place both the sols get precipitated.

,:
Mutual coagulation is applied in leather industry. Skin has colloicial structure.

Protein dispersed in water in the form of a gel and these particles are positively charged.

When this skiir soaked in "tannin" solution (-ve sol) mutual coagulation

Leather soaked in chromium salt solution gives chrome leather.

9) PROTECTION - GOLD NUMBER:

. - The property of lyophilicsols to prevent the coagulation of a

is called protection. The emulsoid rvhich is added to lyophobic sol

t *: The:lyophilic colloid forrns a coating aronnd the lyopho

lyophobic solution from neutralisation when an ls

'fhe "power ofprotection" from coagulation is

iiNil'r.,

takes place hard.

of any electrolyte

protective colloid.

and this protects the

by Zsigmondy.

of the lyophillic sdlution (protective

on the rapid additori of lm' of l0% NaCl

'1

\ l.irlli,j.'.'i

collp@,which prevents,the ;oagulal.or r'l
solution.

The less rhe gold, the

Ei: Gelatin -..--->' l- t t 
' '

Starch .--.--> 25

of the lyophobic solution
!s l.

t

I
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